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Botopia is an automated investment platform base don 

In real time, it analyses more than 300 pairs for selection 

while also analysing multiple indicators and the cryptoassets 

with the most volatility, volume and profitability in the market.

Thanks to this technology we are able to foresee the price trends in the 

market and make the most convenient, investment at the right time, thus 

maximizing the return.  

 Botopia offers a tiered user level system which allows both individuals and 

institutions to participate in our project, regardless of their financial capacty 

or their prior knowledge of investments. Our company philosophy is to 

offer easy access to the cryptoassets market through our investment 

platform without the user requiring previous experience in the financial 

markets. The user only needs to choose what capital to invest, what interests 

to earn and how often*. 

**minimum 2 weeks (60% APR)

  

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

What is Botopia? 

What do we offer?
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Tiered Triple Reward System 

Passive Returns

Passive returns using our automated investment platform:

  - 60% APR

  - Possibility to compound every 8 hours. 
The compounded capital cannot exceed the maximum investment 

permitted in each TIER. If this condition is met, the excess return will be 

peperceived as profit capital  and will not be added to compound interest 

until TIER levels are increased.

Passive reflection of the intelligent contract of our token (BTOP) for access to 

the investment platform (2% purchases and sales). There is no need to block 

the tokens to prevent such reflections from occurring, but it is necessary to 

keep the tier equal to or higher than the one bought into in the initial invest-

ment. In the case of reducing the tier level, if there is an ongoing investment, 

the commission level will be increased to the current tier, the maximum al-

lowed capital will be reduced (if applicable) leaving the remaining capital in 

surplus and out of the annual APR.

  

ONE

Passive Reflection
TWO

Botopia offers a unique triple reward system
in the cryptoassets market comprised of:



49.02% 
Reserved Funds

14.85% 
Private Sale

10% 
Marketing

10% 
Dev Wallet

6,4 % Burn BTOP

9,73 % Pancake LP
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Referral program with 0.1% profit for each referral.

 - A new user that accesses the platform with a valid referral code, will obtain 

the benefit of a 0.1% commission reduction when withdrawing profits. 

- A user who shares their unique referral code will get 0.1% of the profit 

obtained from their referrals. This value can be checked online in our 

investment platform and can be withdrawn at any time by the user.

  

Referral Program 
THREE

100%



- Token name: BotopiaFinance.

- Token symbol: BTOP 

- Total supply: 120,000,000 

- Total decimals: 18 

- Total BUY fees: 8% 

- Total SELL fees: 14% 

- B- BUY/SELL fee to holders: 2%

- BUY/SELL fee to LP: 3%

- BUY/SELL fee Burned: 1%

- BUY/SELL fee to GLOBAL USER wallet: 2%

- SELL fee to buy back: 6% 

- Max wallet allocation % (Anti-Whale): 1% 

- Max token BUY/SELL (Anti-Whale): 1%

  
 CONTRACT

 Dev and Marketing wallet no reflection of purchase and sale of BTOP. 

TOKEN CONTRACT: 

0xf78a2e1824638d09571172368bbe1d8d399893ab 
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BTOP Tokenomics 
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BTOP 
        Public 
Wallet

Contract Wallet

Bank Wallet

Global User Wallet

0xa87585e0878AbA29ea2B1a7d8a83825f287f6284 

0xC0a6274f1645E8B5381CfdC946EBEFb289389648 

   Portfolio for the creation of the BTOP token and in charge of future airdrops as 

well as rewarding temporal user loyalty or tier increments. 

 Will be the intermediary treasury portfolio between the users of the 

investment platform and the AI bots in charge of moving investments 

between users and CEXs where the bots work. Receives 2% of BTOP's trades.

    Defined as an insurance wallet with USDT or BNB to cover the treasury of the 

global user wallet. The capital of this wallet, in part, will also be used in AI bots 

to increase their capital and strengthen the treasury. 

Dev Wallet  0xe06aFC1F2dFA0a7CaA85455254B5340f8C76bb0a 
Marketing Wallet  0x88D69A3AC0689634645b06987322E082b47be27F 
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Minimum 10,000 BTOP Investment 10-500 USDT
(0,6%RewardFee**)

Minimum 20,000 BTOP Investment 10-1,500 USDT
(0,5%RewardFee**)

Minimum 30,000 BTOP Investment 10-5,000 USDT
(0,4%RewardFee**)

Minimum 5Minimum 50,000 BTOP Investment 10-10,000 USDT
(0,3%RewardFee**)

Minimum 70,000 BTOP Investment 10,000-100,000 USDT
(0,175%RewardFee**)

Minimum 100,000 BTOP From >100K USDT
(0,125%RewardFee**)

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 6
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User 
       Level 
    System 
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ROAD 
        MAP

Phase
- Private sale 
- Webpage launch
- 1000 telegram users
- Public launch on Pancake 
- Dashboard  launch
- Public sale (LP pancake) 
- Ma- Marketing launch 

- More marketing

- Verificación Trust, Meta and PCS

- $5M Market Cap

- CMC and CGlisted

- Stacking & dynamic reinvestment

- Partners

- $25M MarketCap

- Certifications

- $50M MarketCap

- ListedCEX

- *Initial DISTRIBUTION of BTOP

- 10%  Dev wallet ( 12,000,000)

- 10%  Ma- 10%  Marketing (12,000,000)

- 14.85% Private sale (17,820,000)

-  6.4%  burn BTOP (7,680,000)

- 9.73% pancake LP (11,680,000)

- 49.02% contract wallet   (58,824,000)

-  Private sale  @100,000 BTOP x BNB

- LP  pancake @80,000 BTOP x BN

5000Hold
ers
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PhaseTWO

PhaseTHREE

98%
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